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The SEM and Madico RS 440 film

Solar Energy Management designed and installed the solar power and
solar hot water for the zero energy
homes
EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S
system will
help contain ﬂying glass shards
By Terri Bryce Reeves,
Times Correspondent

Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some

ed, and provides feedback to the
homeowner in real time.

ing conventional luxury homes that
were highly customized. Now he
said it’s time to scrap current practices in the home building industry
and start over.

Rutenberg said the house was
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office built to be structurally “tight,” so it
wouldn’t leak energy, then loaded
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
with cutting-edge, eco-friendly
“It’s all about fixing the Great
EAST LAKE — As power bills conproducts and materials.
American Screw-up,” he said.
tinue to soar, home builder Marc
Rutenberg is doling out some ad“It only uses 38 percent of the
He’s planning on doing just that,
vice: “Don’t get mad at the power
electricity of a standard code- comand, at a more affordable level.
company — get even.”
pliant home,” he said. “The goal here
was to use zero energy and have
Two weeks ago, he bought land
will result
inhelp
a 2 contain
EMAmerica
Type of film: 8 mil Ma
system
willhealthy
ﬂying for
glass
And he’s showing the world how
it be asfilm
beautiful
and
as
theshards
first Zero Energy
to do it with the debut of his first
possible.”
Village, a prototype community just
Zero Energy America home, a
south of the Pinellas-Pasco border
4,500-square-foot MediterraRutenberg called the home, priced
on East Lake Road.
beenhis
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
neanstyle
model
of healthy
at $1.6has
million,
“laboratory.
”
Officer,
used
to say,
“It getsand
so hot on some
sustainable living, located inside the
The project will feature 1,600- to
Hawks Landing subdivision in East
Three years ago, he began work1,800-square-foot homes with a
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film,
Lake.
ing on the Zero Energy America
target
price of $250,000.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
initiative. He and daughter Ashley
“It’s probably the most energy- efficonsulted with top energy experts
“They will be amazingly healthy,
cient luxury home in the Tampa Bay
in the field of net zero energy and
totally green, and the homeownarea,” said Drew Smith, president of
green construction, researched
er will have no electric bills,” said
Two Trails, a green building conhundreds
of
products
and
ideas,
Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By thisRutenberg.
time last “The village will be the
sulting firm in Sarasota. He was at
and handpicked those that met
proudest moment of our company
the house Thursday during a media
the criteria of being “extremely
to date.”
preview
tour.
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This green.”
film will result in a 2
In the meantime, anyone who is
film is a high performance safety film that
Built by Marc Rutenberg Homes,
Then they put them under one big,
curious can stop by the
the Castaway III is not only dropenergy-efficient, clay tile roof.
“laboratory” home in East Lake and
dead gorgeous, it’s smart and
see how it has won numerous elite
powerful, too. It produces its own
The son of has
Florida
home
builder significantly.
energy
certifications.
been
increased
J.Marsh
energy, shuts down powerCharles Rutenberg, Marc Rutenconsuming devices when not needberg created his own niche by build-

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
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The SEM and Madico RS 440 film

(continued) Design and Installation for the zero energy homes
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
BY JOSH BOATWRIGHT
Tribune staff

• A foundation made of low- carbon
footprint cement by Blue World
Crete

Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some
• Lafarge synthetic gypsum drywall
(recycled rather than mined)

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

• Countertops made from
concrete and recycled materials
•Linear efficient and quiet garage
door openers

at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
• Teragren bamboo ﬂoors,
•
Hebel
Aerated
Autoclaved
rapidly
The home features:
The SEM and Madico RSa440
filmrenewable resource
Concrete block walls
• Aurora LED lighting in the
• Goodwin’s wood treatments
ceilings, cabinetry, nooks and
recovered from old river logs
crannies. Although initially more
expensive, LED lights are cooler,
• Kohler high-efficiency faucets,
longer lasting and cost less to
toilets and fixtures
operate. A company spokesperfilmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
son said the bulbs will usually last
• Schluter shower systems for
about 40,000 hours or 10 to 15
mildew-free showers
years.
• Oceanside
Glasstile
madesignificantly.
from
has been
increased
J.Marsh
•Officer,
An LG heating
used toand
say,air“Itconditiongets so hot on some
recycled
glass
ing system featuring one compressor and five indoor zones.
• Mohawk
Portico
carpet
solar
win-dow
film, the
other
lighting
“Since
the day
theymade
installed my office’s film,
at about
3:30PM.
They
can’t
get my office
from
recycled
plastic
bottles
• 60 LG solar panels facing south
and west generating enough elec• Boral clay roofing and pavers
tricity to turn the electric meter
backward.
• A Hunter irrigation system that
Mainte-nance
of conditions
Lynx said, “By this time last
senses
environmental
• A fireplace fueled by ethanol
and
adjusts
the
amount
of water
• An AET solar water heater with
output
accordingly
an electric backup for cloudy days
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This

film will result in a 2
• An
Vehiclesafety film that • PGT Energy Star windows
film
is Eaton
a highElectric
performance
Charger to power the car;
• Panasonic vent systems designed
a 2013 Ford C-Max plug-in hybrid
to keep the air healthy
is featured in the garage
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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St. Petersburg’s SunTrust building going green, saving thousands
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
Ivan Penn and Kameel Stanley,
Times Staff Writers

president and chief executive
officer of Solar Energy ManOfficer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some agement. “It’s a combination of
technologies.”

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

its 2,600-square- foot office
building into a net energy
producer with a $60,000 solar
electric system.

at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office

The estimated $320,000 project
And a net zero energy building
ThetoSEM
and Madico RSin440
film
provides upgrades
lighting,
downtown
St. Petersburg is
improvements to ventilation,
set to open next month with
use of window film and instalfour tenants who will have no
lation of a 50-kilowatt solar
electric bills to speak of.
Two years ago, for instance,
electric system with rooftop
Scott Gramling, CEO of Wallace,
solar panels.
“Greener is better,” Gramling
Welch & Willingham, began
said. “We wanted to lower our
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
looking for ways to cut costs at
In all, the project is expected to
power bill. On Sundays, when
the SunTrust building in downsave about $70,000 a year, with
hardly anyone is here, we’ll actutown St. Petersburg.
a payback in 4.5 years, McIntyre
ally be back-feeding to the grid.”
said. The
solar
system
alone
is
Officer,
used to say,
“It gets so hot on some has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
At
first, Gramling
considered
expected to save$12,000 a year
solar carports for the top ﬂoor
in electricity costs. The project
of the
parking
garage
attached
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the day they
installed
received
an $80,000
grant
from my office’s film,
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
to the five-story, 50,000-squareProgress Energy Florida’s Sunfoot building.
Sense Program and $49,500 in
federal tax incentives.
But after meeting with the head
of renewable energy firm Solar
Gramling’s
operationofjoins
Mainte-nance
Lynxasaid, “By this time last
Energy Management, he moved
growing number of Tampa Bay
on to a more feasible and comarea businesses that are turning
installing
an 8strategy
mil silvertoRSlower
440 film.
prehensive
the This to renewable energy and energy
film will result in a 2
SunTrust
utility
costs.
film
is a highbuilding’s
performance
safety
film that efficiency.
Going green is becoming increasingly important to businesses’ bottom lines.

“Our team went in there and
found 40 percent energy reductions,” said Scott McIntyre,
solar win-dow film, the other lighting

Landmarc Contracting of Tampa
hasn’t paid Tampa Electric in
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
more than a year after turning
“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Shining Example:
Great Bay Distributors’ solar roof
becontain
the largest
in the state
EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S
systemwill
will help
ﬂying glass shards

million. It’s expected to meet
projects include a100,000about 40% of the facility’s
kilowatt solar system atop
the 35,856-sq.-ft. Medallion
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some power needs - a significant
amount given that much of the
Home headquarters in Manatee
warehouse has to be kept in the
County and systems for the
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office 50-degree range to keep the
First Housing building near
The
SEM
and
Madico
RS
440 film Tampa and the
beer fresh.
downtown
SunTrust building in downtown
When Great Bay Distributors
The 5000-solar-panel system
St. Petersburg.
CEO Ron Petrini reviewed the
will cut the building’s carbon
initial building plans for thebeer
dioxide emissions , compared
Tom Hall, a managing partner of
distributor’s new warehouseand
to a typical system , by an
All Florida Management, which
offices in St. Petersburg, he
estimated 44,000 tons over the
manages the SunTrust building
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
noted that the roof over the
next 25 to 30 years, says Scott
, says the office building has
267,787-sq.-ft. facilitywas going
McIntyre CEO of Solar Energy
seen a 10% reduction in energy
to be massive, ﬂatand unshaded.
Management, the company
bills sincelast year, when the
that’s installing the array.
roof system was installed and
Officer,
used ,to
“It gets so hot on some has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
In
that sense
hesay,
says,
other upgrades were made
incorporating a rooftop solar
McIntyre says the availability
to help thebuilding’s cooling
array
was a “no
brainer,
”but
he
of a federal
tax
credit
for30%
of my office’s
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
and heating
system run more
“Since
the
day
they
installed
film,
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
only signed off on the array after
the value of the solar systems
efficiently.“ From the standpoint
he was convinced theeconomics
is driving a surge in solar work.
of ROI, the economics have been
would work , too.“
Some of his company’s other
very good,’’ Hall says.
BY ART LEVY

It ‘s a rather large
investment,”Petrini says. “But
we think our payback will be in
installing
ana8half
mil years.
silver ”RS 440 film. This
six, 6 and
film is a high performance safety film that

The 1.5 megawatt system
expected to be the largest
rooftop solar power system in
the state when it’s completed
nextyear. It will cost about $2.6

solar win-dow film, the other lighting

Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By this time last

film will result in a 2

has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Solar Energy Management & Arco Murray
build energy efficient 280,000 sq. foot
distribution center for Great Bay
Distributors with Florida’s largest solar roof
THE CHALLENGE
Arco Murray the general contractor and Solar Energy
Management the solar contractor where tasked with designing
and building a low tt use 280,000 square foot refrigerated
distribution center for Great Bay Distributors in St Petersburg
Florida. The new 280,000 square foot refrigerated distribution
center would be Great Bay Distributors new distribution point
for its operations for Pinellas and Pasco County on Florida’s west
coast. Standard tilt up wall technologies and high bay distribution
doors with T8 lighting would not achieve the desired low energy
use footprint. The Arco Murray and Solar Energy Management
team performed a detailed analysis of the energy footprint from
the plans and used energy modeling to arrive at the selection of
technologies that would afford Great Bay Distributors and very
low energy use distribution center.

THE SOLUTIONS IMPLEMENTED

• 6 year payback
• 90% energy reduction
Project Summary:
Great Bay Distributors new 280,000 sq
ft. distribution center reduces 90% of
it’s energy load with energy efficiency
technologies and 1.5 MW solar array

4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
CBC 1250267 – CVC 56782 – EC 13007428

The Arco Murray / Solar Energy Management Team arrived
at a conservative cost per square foot for energy cost and
implemented energy saving technologies with the goal to reduce
over 90% of the expected energy load needs of the 280,000
square foot building. The solutions included. Upgraded roof
insulation at air conditioned warehouse clear story windows to
promote natural day light. All exterior glass is impact, insulated
and tinted with low E coating. Natural gas hot water heaters.
Motion sensing. All lighting is LED. Vertical storing dock positions
to minimize loss of conditioned air. Utilize efficient direct
expansion roof top AC units in lieu of light refrigeration units to
maintain set points. Utilized HVLS fans to promote air circulation.
Building management system to efficiently operate the entire
building include the air conditioning system. Design and install
the 1.5 Megawatt American made solar power system integrated
into the steel roof structure and TPO roof system. This 1.5 MW
commercial roof top solar array is the largest in the state of
Florida.

THE RESULTS
The Great Bay Distributors 280,000 square foot refrigerated
distribution center is using on average 90% less of the required
expected energy load. Further the return on investment for the
1.5 Megawatt solar power system is expected to be six years. The
carbon offset for the 1.5 Megawatt solar array is the equivalent
of planting 1 million trees. The Great Bay Distribution center fully
address the Triple Bottom Line of People, Profit and Plant.

BEAUTIFUL
888-496-1119
info@sempower.net
sempower.net

ZERO ENERGY HOMES
SEM Power is the chosen Solar Contractor for:

MARC RUTENBERG HOMES
ALVAREZ HOMES
These spectacular homes have been brought
to ZERO ENERGY by SEM Power, the leading
designer and installer of Solar Photovoltaic
systems in Florida and the Caribbean.

CALL TODAY
to make your
home a beautiful
zero energy home!

888-496-1119
sempower.net

4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
CBC 1250267 – CVC 56782 – EC 13007428
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Put Your Roof to Work
Paying Your Energy Bill
and Taxes
Integrated Solar Roof Systems
Engineered by SEM Power
Integrated Solar Roofs Provide 30% Off New Roof Costs
Reduce Your Energy Cost or Eliminate It
Take Advantage Of 30% Federal Tax Incentives for
Solar Power
Reduce Energy Cost for 25 Years of Systems Life Cycle
25 Year Warranty on New Roof and Solar Power Energy
Integrated Roof Systems Available for Most Roof Systems
Patent Pending Proven Solution
Customers Include: SunTrust, Agora Leather, 1st Housing,
and Medallion Homes
Engineered for Florida to Meet Wind Codes

Medallion Homes HQ, , Bradenton Florida,
Integrated 100KW TPO Roof Systems

SunTrust Integrated 50KW PolyFoam Roof

CALL
SEM POWER
to have us design
your Integrated
Solar Roof!

888-496-1119
sempower.net

4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
CBC 1250267 – CVC 56782 – EC 13007428
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The SEM POWER
Advantage:
Confused by all the information about solar power, energy
efficiency, building controls, LED lighting, HVAC / Chiller
efficiency technology? We don’t blame you, so were we.
So we decided to do something about it.
SEM POWER, a Tampa Bay, Florida-based provider of Solar
Energy Solutions, Solar Thermal, Heat Recovery Technology
and building controls was formed to offer commercial clients
a single source for all these needs.
SEM POWER differs from most energy efficiency companies
in that we help our clients establish an energy footprint of
your structure,assist you in implementing proven energy
saving technologies and provide a financing model. Our goal
is to help all our clients with a Path to Zero EnergyTM.

SunTrust 50KW Integrated Solar Roof

CONTACT YOUR

SEM POWER
REPRESENTATIVE

TODAY!

888-496-1119
sempower.net

Our senior management has over 30 years of construction
technology, Heat Recovery Technology and controls
experience. The SEM POWER team has studied and utilized
the latest proven energy saving technologies from heat
exchanging to integrated building solar power and solar
thermal solutions. We offer licensed, insured and bonded
installations and stand behind our work with unmatched
service and support. Our team includes LEED AP’s, a green
commercial contractor, mechanical contractor and licensed
solar contractors.
SEM POWER designed and installed Florida’s first
Integrated Solar Hard Foam roof system at the SunTrust,
St. Petersburg building. Our Integrated Solar Roof systems
for TPO and other roof types offer affordable solar power
to commercial property owners. SEM POWER is Florida’s
commercial solar power leader.
SEM POWER is the chosen solar contractor for Grenlec the
island of Grenada’s utility. Other clients include: Trane, USF,
HCC, SunTrust, First Housing, Medallion Homes Corp HQ,
Aurora Corp. and Pinch A Penny.

The SEM POWER Team looks forward to designing
your solar power solution.
4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
CBC 1250267 – CVC 56782 – EC 13007428
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Here comes the sun, along with cost-efficient energy
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

system costs have come down
current) and feed into the
enough that going solar is now
hospital’s electrical meter. . When
economical. Solar power is good
excess power is generated, it is
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some
for our practice as well as the
sent to the Florida Keys Electric
environment.”
Cooperative grid.
The Island Hammock Pet
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
Said FKEC chief executive Scott
Hospital in Key Largo has gone
The SEM and Madico RSNewberry,
440 film “We welcome them
greener: The clinic at mile marker
Over the 25-year life of the
as the newest of nearly 40
98.2 has installed the largest array
system, its use will prevent nearly
interconnected members who
of solar panels in the Upper Keys.
1,000 tons of CO2 from entering
have the potential to sell us their
the atmosphere, according to
excess solar-generated electricity.”
Hospital staff says the 30.24 kW
Solar Energy Management Inc.,
system is projected to generate
75 percent of the electric power
needed to run the hospital and
covers nearly the entire 2,000
square feet roof of the hospital.

the system installer. That is the
Island Hammock’s two-story
film
will
result
in
a
2
EM insulated,
Type of film: 8 mil Ma
system
will
help
contain
ﬂying
glass shards
equivalent of planting about
concrete
building is well
23,000 trees, recycling 3,000 tons
making it ideally suited for energy
of solid waste instead of landfilling
efficiency and conservation.
it, or not burning almost 500 tons
“Water-smart” fixtures and its
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
of coal.
appliances, computers and servers
all are Energy Star rated; Energy
“Wewin-dow
live in the
Keys
because
solar
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film,
Star is
a U.S. Environmental
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
of its unique and beautiful
Edwards estimates the solar
Protection Agency program that
environment,” owner Dr. Martha
panels will return the hospital’s
rates the efficiency of appliances
Edwards said. “We are concerned
investment in six years.
when it comes to electricity.
long-term about sea-level rise
The system is state-of-the-art
and want to do everything we can
technology
providingof
a 98.5
Mainte-nance
Lynx said, “By this time last
to decrease our environmental
percent energy efficiency, with
To learn more about the system
impact. By going to solar power,
annual energy production
and view live system-power
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This
Island Hammock Pet Hospital
estimated film
at 48,000
kilowatt
generation metrics, visit
will result
in a 2
film
is a high performance
significantly
reduced its safety film that hours. DC (direct current) power
www.ihhp.net.
carbon footprint. With various
generated from the solar panels
government incentives, the
is inverted into AC (alternating

has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Co-op looks to push grass-roots solar-power movement in Florida
EM Type
of want
film: 8
system
will to
help
contain
shards
would enable
a staffer
promote
the ﬂying glassOther
members, Dipboye
said, may
concept
independence from utilities, or they may see
BY KEVlN SPEAR
solar investment as a financial winner.
Staff Writer
Dipboye said that, although solar panels and
related equipment have declined in cost in
To that end, putting up residential solar
recent years, they are still expensive, and the
panels in the city of Orlando is a little easier
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some expectation of high volume discounts is the
because of a rebate from Orlando Utilities
prime driver behind the co-op ventures.
Commission.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
A ﬂedgling solar nation is taking shape in
Central Florida with more than two dozen
members of an east Orange’ County cooperative now getting power-producing panels
on their rooftops and another co-op gearing
up on the county’s west side.
As interest for solar grows among utilities
and big companies such as Wal-Mart,
navigating prices and technology can still
be daunting for individuals. While not yet a
major force across the country, co-ops promise to provide strength in numbers.

mil Madico S

By the time enrollment for East Orange
While many utilities nationwide are cracking
Solar Co-op closed Oct. 31, 80 homeowners
down on residential solar as harmful
had signed up as members, which basically
The SEM and Madico RScompetition,
440 film OUC credits its customers
indicated their desire to participate.
a nickel for every kilowatt-hour of solar
electricity, which is enough to light 10, 100Some dropped out after realizing there were
watt bulbs for an hour.
obstacles such as too much shade from trees
on their homes, having roofs that weren’t in
Michael Cohen, another· founder of Central
adequate shape or that prices didn’t fit their
Florida Solar Advocates, had SEM Power
budgets.
install panels on his Orlando home last week.

By late last week, 30 had signed contracts
His system is more complex than many
for installation of solar panels and 20 others
because surfaces of his roof have numerous
filmsystem
will
result
a 2 contain ﬂying angles.
EM $]1,000
Type of film:
willinhelp
glass Itshards
had requested
proposals.
cost $15,700, or about
after the federal tax credit, to put up 26
The installer selected by East Orange Solar
panels rated for a combined output of 6.7 ‘
Co-op is SEM Power LLC of Tampa.
kilowatts.
That spurred formation earlier this year
Roger Hughes, the company’s director
of a small group called Central Florida
A system that size will produce an estimated
in Central Florida, said the East Orange
Solar Advocates, which, in turn, launched a
has
been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
10,400 kilowatt-hours annually,· or . an
Officer,
used
to
say,
“It
gets
so
hot
on
some
cooperative is getting prices that are 20
cooperative of homeowners, East Orange
amount equal to nearly all of the electricity
percent to 30 percent lower than what a
Solar Co-op, within Orlando and Winter Park
used in his home last year, Cohen said.
homeowner going alone could secure.
What
followed
were
organiz
ing
meetings,
He hopes
to nearly cancel his power bill each
solar
win-dow
film, the
other
lighting
“Since
the
daybecause
they installed
my office’s
film,
“Our profit
margin
is thin
we
about
They
can’t
aat
call
for bids3:30PM.
from 45 companies
and get my office
year, as well as earn credits that he can apply
wanted to expand into Central Florida,’’
ultimately the vetting of eight installers that
toward his OUC water bill. And, he made a
Hughes said.
responded. That activity prompted similar
point of adding in an email: ‘’My solar system
organizing west of Interstate 4, which will
Dipboye’s panels were installed two weeks
will save 212 tons of carbon dioxide during
sign up members through early next year
ago. Her system has 22 panels, which can
the 25-year life span of the system:’
and is now waiting for responses to its call
provide an output of 5.6 kilowatts, or an
The newer West Orange co-op now has 22
for bids.
estimated 60 percent of the electricity used
Mainte-nance
of
Lynx
said,
“By
this
time last
members
and expects to receive bids today
in her home.
Community Power Network, a nonprofit in
from solar installers.
Washington D.C., has been tapped for its
The system cost $13,600, which Dipboye
That group will have two more public
expertise in organizing solar cooperatives
expects to defray with a federal tax credit
meetings Saturday at 10:30 a.m. iri the
installing
an 8 mil
RS 500
440 film. This of$4,100.
- 29 in the nation
withsilver
more than
Apopka branch of Orange County’s hbrary
film
will
result
in
a
2
members · in the past two years. One of the
film
is a high
performance
safety film that The net price of $9,500 · will take an
system and 1:30 p.m. at the county library
founders
Central
Florida Solar Advocates,
estimated
eight
years
to
pay
off
through
branch in Windermere.
Mary Dipboye of Winter Park, said she
reduced electric bills from the city of Winter
knows of no other such initiative in Florida,
The co-op expects to pick an installer next
Park, she said.
although small groups may have formed
week.
without drawing attention.
Apart from reducing her electricity costs,
has been increased significantly.
The J.Marsh
co-op’s information is at
Dipboye’s motive is to help lessen climateShe said her group is looking to push the
cfsolaradvocates.org
altering
pollution
from
electric
utilities
that
grass-roots movement statewide through
burn coal and natural gas.
word of mouth and by getting a grant that

solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Cutting-edge solar panels installed on Clearwater building’s roof
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

could do it. The technology,
as well. The cost of installing the
however, is a bit more advanced.
Uni-Solar panels is about $100,000,
Each Uni-Solar panel, 15.5 inches
said Colin Gemmell, president of
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some wide and 18 feet long, is embedded
Aurora Lighting. He said he expects
with tiny photovoltaic cells, which
that between government rebates
convert solar energy into power.
and tax incentives, the net cost will
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office The 180 solar sheets covering
be zero.
As the oil well spews its toxic stew
SEM
and Madico RSThe
440
film houses the North
4,800 square feetThe
on this
rooftop
building
into the Gulf of Mexico, calls for
will provide 25,000 kilowatts of
American headquarters for Aurora,
renewable energy alternatives are
energy when they are functional,
an international company that
hitting a fever pitch on the cable
starting Tuesday. Each panel comes
specializes in low-energy lighting.
television talk shows. But for one
with cables that connect with the
Aurora also owns a 50 percent
local company, clean energy is more
building’s power supply.
interest in the Arbor Shoreline
than just talk.
The installation is expected to
Business Park, where the company
willone-third
result
a
EMand
Type
of film: 8 mil Ma
system
willinhelp
contain ﬂying is
glass
shards
Friday, workers were busy atop
providefilm
about
of2the
located
in Clearwater,
plans
the Aurora Lighting building at
11,000-square-foot building’s
to turn the whole complex into
19329 U.S. 19 N in Clearwater
total energy requirements. Unian eco business park featuring
installing ﬂexible, thin, lightweight
Solar photovoltaic laminates are
green buildings sheltered with cool
solar
modules
called
Uni-Solar
manufactured
by
United
Solar
roofs, powered by solar energy and
has
been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some
Photovoltaic Laminates. “This
Ovonic, a subsidiary of Energy
illuminated with LED lighting.
is a peel-and-stick application
Conversion Devices Inc. “This is
Free “lunch and learn” seminars will
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
the day
they installed my office’s film,
that
works
in
sun
or
shade
and
is
one of “Since
the largest
installations
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
be offered to area businesses in
resistant to hurricane winds and
of Uni-Solar panels in Pinellas
the future. In the meantime, solar
wind uplift in general,” said Scott
County,” said Kyle Burdine, service
energy technologies continue to
McIntyre, president of Solar Energy
director for Ramcon, the roofing
evolve. Kind of like the caveman.
Management, the St. Petersburgcontractor that just finished
based contractor installing the
installing an energy-efficient white
Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By this time last
system. “It’s perfect for Florida.”
roof on Aurora’s building. Ramcon is
“The sun radiates enough energy
assisting
in
the
coordination
of
the
in one hour onto the Earth to meet
Unlike traditional solar panels,
roof’s
energy
makeover.
all our (the human race’s) energy
installing
8 milrigid
silver
RSmounted
440 film. This
which areanoften
and
film
will
result
in
a
2
requirements for a year,” McIntyre
on racks,
these
panels are slim
film
is a high
performance
safety film that The new cool roof is just one facet
said. “We’re just not smart enough
— only one-fifth of an inch deep.
of Aurora’s strategy to turn its
— yet — to harness it.
Installers basically roll them out,
building, built in 1982, into a clean
By Terri Bryce Reeves
Times Correspondent

peel the paper backing off the
membrane and stick the membrane
to a ﬂat roofing surface. Some
might say it’s so easy a caveman

solar win-dow film, the other lighting

energy hub. The company plans
to install long-lasting,
low-energy
has been increased
significantly. J.Marsh
LED lights throughout the building

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Solar Energy Management Recognized by Building Magazine
system will help contain
glass
shards
April 14 issue for Innovative Integrated
Solarﬂying
Roof
Systems
Medallion Homes using a TPO
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some Roof System in Bradenton.

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

The company also offers an
Integrated Solar TPO Roof
system which utilizes a U
The SunTrust building in St
Anchor attachment system that
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office Petersburg Florida, Installed a
New system installs PV without
heat seals the solar stanchions
50 kW Integrated
Solar
The
SEMRoof
and Madico RS 440 film
roof penetrations. Solar may
to the GAF TPO roof. The
system. Instead of conventional
be one of the fastest growing
system is ideal for re-roofing
ballasted or mechanically
sources of renewable energy,
or new TPO roofs. The system
attached racks, it uses a sprayed
but many facility managers
is warrantied for 25 years
urethane foam distributed
have reservations about the
against leaking and 25 years
load attachment system that
necessary roof penetrations
of power production. The SEM
supports the solar array without
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying Integrated
EMsystem
Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
glass shardsSolar TPO
and weight load associated with
penetrating the roof.“This
PV racks. Integrated Solar Roof
was recently installed on the
system allows the weight load
Systems are an alternative that
Medallion Homes headquarters
to be distributed across the
can alleviate these concerns.
in Bradenton Florida with
entirehas
fieldbeen
of the
roof, every
4
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
Officer,
used to
say, “It is
gets so hot on some
The
SunTrust
Building
a 100KW of solar power
feet, without drilling holes into
Florida’s first commercial roof in
integrated into a TPO GAF roof
the structure,” explains Scott
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film,
Florida
install a They
new form
system.
at aboutto3:30PM.
can’t of
get my office
McIntyre, CEO of SEM. Working
this technology. Followed by the
with a structural engineer,
SEM also conducted lift tests
to local wind lift code of the
roof and
stanchions used with
Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By this time last
the integrated solar system.
“The lift tests far exceeded our
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This expectations,” McIntyre adds.
film will result in a 2
film is a high performance safety film that “The results showed that the
solar attachment system can
withstand wind loads in excess
U Anchor for TPO Roof
of 200 mph,
important
haswhich
been is
increased
significantly. J.Marsh
in Florida.”
solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Huge solar grid will keep beer cold for St. Pete warehouse
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

array in June at the headquarters
of Tampa mortgage banking firm
First Housing, CEO Doug McCree
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some “When we started looking at what
says the summer power bill at his
we were going to be putting up
17,000-square-foot building on
and how rather large it’s going
South Willow Avenue has gone
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office to be and the fact that it’s really
from about $3,000 a month to
ST. PETERSBURG — Keeping a
The SEM
440 film
sitting out in the middle
of aand
fieldMadico RS$600.
246,000-square-foot warehouse
with no trees, no shade, just
full of beer icy cold can rack up a
sunshine when it’s sunny, it was
“I’ve always been sort of
monstrous power bill.
kind of a natural decision to say,
enthralled with the concept of
‘Well, let’s look at solar,’”
solar energy and being able to
That’s why executives at Florida’s
Petrini said.
reduce or eliminate the power
largest distributor of Anheuserbill. It just gives you a lot of
Busch products began thinking
When completed
early
next
in your operating
costs,of
” film: 8 mil Ma
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying certainty
EM Type
willinhelp
glass shards
about getting off the grid
year, Great Bay’s 1.5-megawatt
McCree said.
with a new storehouse under
solar power system will displace
construction south of Valpak
a 1.1-megawatt rooftop array
The $550,000 price tag for the
near Interstate 275 in north St.
at Darden Restaurants Orlando
system was slashed by a 30
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some
Petersburg.
headquarters as the largest.
percent federal tax credit that
In about six years, Great Bay
remains in effect through 2016.
To help
chill the
9.5the
million
cases
expects“Since
its energy
savings
to
The system
solar
win-dow
film,
other
lighting
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film, produces 85 percent
at mass-market
about 3:30PM.
can’t get my office
of
andThey
craft beers
offset the initial cost of installing
of the building’s energy needs,
that Great Bay Distributors delivers
the system.
but McCree expects to be
to bars and stores each year, the
sending electricity back into
family-owned company is installing
Although renewable energy
the grid during the mild winter
an array of 5,000 solar panels as
advocates say Florida’s old-guard
months.
Mainte-nance
Lynx said, “By this time last
part of the roof; it will become the
utility companies
haveof
dissuaded
largest private solar power system
the state’s government from
Selling companies like Great
in the state.
adopting incentives to help with
Bay and First Housing on the
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This
the upfrontfilm
investment
in
solar
cost savings of solar power has
will result in a 2
Company
CEO
Ron Petrinisafety
said film that power systems, the raw benefits
film
is a high
performance
become easier in recent years
achieving that distinction never
of producing on-site power has
for Tampa-based Solar Energy
crossed his mind when looking
proved incentive enough for
Management. Solar energy 20
into the $2.5 million system.
many business owners.
years ago was cost prohibitive
has been increased significantly.
J.Marsh
Reducing the warehouse’s
— about
$60 a watt — but as the
monthly power bill by 40 percent
Since installing a 486-panel solar
technology has become more
BY JOSH BOATWRIGHT
Tribune staff

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619

was the biggest selling point, he
said.

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
(Continued on next page)
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(continued) Huge solar grid will keep beer cold for St. Pete warehouse
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
and a new federal mandate that
requires the state to cut carbon
dioxide emissions by 38 percent
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some by 2030 means the government
must encourage renewable
sources.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
BY JOSH BOATWRIGHT
Tribune staff

widespread, the priceis near $1.98,
putting it on par with other types of
power, said Scott McIntyre, Solar
Energy Management’s CEO.

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

appears likely with the booming
popularity of craft beer in the
Tampa Bay area.

Great Bay hopes to remain at
the top of local beer distribution
with a territory covering Pinellas,
SEM and Madico RSWest
440 Pasco,
film Hernando and Citrus
The state needs toThe
support
renewable energy sources while
counties, but Petrini doesn’t
placing a higher price on those
expect the company will keep its
that harm the atmosphere, he
title of biggest private solar power
said.
system for long.

“It is less expensive to save energy
than it is to produce energy,” he
said.

“Putting heat-trapping gases
“I think down the road somebody
into thefilm
atmosphere,
polluting
certainly
withType
one of film: 8 mil Ma
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying will
system
willinhelp
glass
shardscome upEM
the atmosphere, has real costs
that is larger, and probably
Despite the abundance of
and yet those costs are not
should,” he said, “because, my
natural light in the Sunshine State,
incorporated into our economic
gosh, we have an abundance of
though, Florida has no policies
system,” Hastings said.
sunshine down here, so why not
Officer,
used
to say, “Itthe
gets so hot on some has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
in
place that
encourage
take advantage of it?”
manufacturing or installation
Business owners such as Petrini
of solar
and other
renewable
see energy
costs
in the
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
therising
day they
installed my office’s film,
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
technologies.
long-term, and investment in solar
energy looks like the most sensible
That was a point Eckerd College
way to grow.
climatologist David Hastings and
other scientists made last week at
The beverage company has run
Mainte-nance
of Lynx
a meeting with Gov. Rick Scott.
out of space
at its 10-acre
site said, “By this time last
The purpose of the gathering was
installing
an 8tomil
RS 440
to reinforce
thesilver
governor
thefilm. This
eminent
dangers
of man-made
film
is a high
performance
safety film that
climate change.
Hastings said there’s great
potential to make incentives for
solar power production in Florida,

solar win-dow film, the other lighting

at Ulmerton and Starkey roads
for the more than 400 brands of
beer, waterfilm
andwill
soda,
ranging
result
in a 2
from Budweiser to craft brewers
like 3 Daughters Brewing in St.
Petersburg.

hastobeen
increased
There’s room
expand
again significantly. J.Marsh
on the new 96-acre plot, which
“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Don’t make energy; save it
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

start date being 2024-25.
diversify their energy mix to include
Customers like me are already on
resources that are less costly than
the hook for more than $1 billion
building power plants and would
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some in preconstruction costs. And if the
help insulate customers from
reactors are never built, we will
soaring construction costs and fuel
bear the entire financial burden
cost spikes.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
without getting a single kilowatt of
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
As electricity customers, we all
power.
Utilities should give highest priority
depend on our local utility to power
to cost-effective energy efficiency
our homes and businesses. We
Meanwhile, Duke just shuttered the
that costs less than new generation.
hope our power company is making
Crystal River nuclear reactor that
That benefits everyone because
low-cost, low-risk energy choices.
hasn’t produced any power since
energy efficiency — implemented
Unfortunately, the big utilities in
2009 when the containment wall
effectively — is what keeps
Florida are failing to do so.
was damaged during an in-house
our energy costs down. Energy
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
Instead, they continually pursue
upgrade to its steam generator.
efficiency can meet electricity
costly power plant projects that
Here too, customers have already
demand at a fraction of the cost of
heap unnecessary risks on all of us.
paid out more than $1 billion
building power plants. Efficiency
Florida needs a transparent, longin repair-related expenses and
also insulates customers from rising
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
Officer,
used
to say, process
“It gets that
so hot on some
term
energy
planning
replacement power not covered by
rates both by reducing energy use
steers utility planning decisions in a
the company’s insurance policy.
and avoiding the need for expensive
direction
thatfilm,
helpsthe
— not
hurts
—
Duke is“Since
not alone
in the
Sunshine
new power
solar
win-dow
other
lighting
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film, plants.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
customers.
State. Florida Power & Light
is also pursuing costly new
The performance of Florida’s
Progress Energy Florida, which
reactors at its Turkey Point plant
largest power companies in helping
recently merged with Duke Energy,
near Miami. Already delayed
customers reduce energy use and
provides a good example of what
by fourMainte-nance
years to 2022-23
at
the
of Lynx said, “By thissave
timemoney
last on their bills pales in
happens with risky energy decisions.
earliest, the utility continues
comparison to the energy savings
Anticipating future electricity
to recover preconstruction
achieved by leading utilities in other
demand,
Progress
“bet
the
farm”
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This costs from customers. If that
states.
film will result
in a 2
on a proposed nuclear reactor
project
is
eventually
abandoned
film is a high performance safety film that
project in Levy County. The original
— likely, given rising prices —
Florida’s utilities don’t place a
estimate was $5 billion in 2007 with
preconstruction costs won’t be
priority on helping customers
a start date of 2015-16. Most recent
refunded to FPL customers either.
reduce energy use because
has been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
estimates have skyrocketed fivefold
Florida’s biggest
power
companies
capital
investments, like a new
to nearly $24 billion with the earliest
are missing an opportunity to
power plant, offer a significant
BY SUSAN GLICKMAN
Special to the Times

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
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Don’t make energy; save it (continued)
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
BY SUSAN GLICKMAN
Special to the Times

resource planning process is never
fully revealed.

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

legislators and governor doing to
demand this change now?

Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some Lessons can be learned by looking

Susan Glickman is a longtime
at other Southeastern states’
consultant to the Southern Alliance
planning processes. The North
for Clean Energy. She serves as
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
Carolina Utility Commission,
the alliance’s lobbyist on matters
and guaranteed rate of return for
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
for instance, annually reviews
before the Florida Legislature
company shareholders. Therefore,
big power companies’ resource
and on local government matters.
investor-owned utilities are
planning.
Glickman is a native of Tampa and
always chasing the next big power
lives in Belleair Beach. She wrote
plant project rather than helping
Their review process allows
this exclusively for the Tampa Bay
customers slash energy use and
stakeholder intervention to analyze
Times.
save money on their bills.
utility resource plans. Stakeholders
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
We must realign the incentives.
may present evidence on how to
Energy efficiency must be on a
integrate the lowest-cost options
level playing field with more costly
and help to determine how to
power plant options to benefit
reduce long-term risk to customers.
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
Florida’s
consumers.
Officer, used
to say, “It gets so hot on some
Using the transparency offered by
the process, the Southern Alliance
The Florida Public Service
for Clean
Energy
to my office’s film,
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
thehas
daybeen
theyable
installed
at about 3:30PM.
Theythat
can’t get my office
Commission,
the agency
show that more aggressive energy
regulates the state’s power
efficiency programs would cut costs
companies, should set meaningful
to Duke Energy’s customers in the
conservation goals and consider
Carolinas by roughly $9 billion.
incentives for reaching those goals.
Unfortunately,
Florida’s
Mainte-nance
ofplanning
Lynx said, “By this time last
Ultimately, our state must reform
process doesn’t include a
its utility planning process. The
comprehensive look at resource
Florida utility planning process
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This planning scenarios by the state’s
currently comprises three
film will result in a 2
film
is a highcomponents
performance
safety film that power companies. That can and
disjointed
considered
has led to decisions that hurt
by the PSC: filing annual summary
customers. This must change
reports by each utility; setting
because lower costs would mean
energy conservation goals; and
been
increased
significantly. J.Marsh
lower riskshas
— and
lower
rates. The
determining the need for new
question is: What are your state
power plants. A utility’s internal

solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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FPL asks state to approve 24 percent rate increase & higher profit margin
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

resources that are less costly than
Customers like me are already on
building power plants and would
the hook for more than $1 billion
help insulate customers from
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some in preconstruction costs. And if the
soaring construction costs and fuel
reactors are never built, we will
cost spikes.
bear the entire financial burden
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
without getting a single kilowatt of
Utilities should give highest priority
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
As electricity customers, we all
power.
to cost-effective energy efficiency
depend on our local utility to power
that costs less than new generation.
our homes and businesses. We
Meanwhile, Duke just shuttered the
That benefits everyone because
hope our power company is making
Crystal River nuclear reactor that
energy efficiency — implemented
low-cost, low-risk energy choices.
hasn’t produced any power since
effectively — is what keeps
Unfortunately, the big utilities in
2009 when the containment wall
our energy costs down. Energy
Florida are failing to do so.
was damaged during an in-house
efficiency can meet electricity
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
Instead, they continually pursue
upgrade to its steam generator.
demand at a fraction of the cost of
costly power plant projects that
Here too, customers have already
building power plants. Efficiency
heap unnecessary risks on all of us.
paid out more than $1 billion
also insulates customers from rising
Florida needs a transparent, longin repair-related expenses and
rates both by reducing energy use
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
Officer,
used
to say, process
“It gets that
so hot on some
term
energy
planning
replacement power not covered by
and avoiding the need for expensive
steers utility planning decisions in a
the company’s insurance policy.
new power plants.
direction
thatfilm,
helpsthe
— not
hurts
—
Duke is“Since
not alone
in the
Sunshine
solar
win-dow
other
lighting
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film,
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
customers.
State. Florida Power & Light
The performance of Florida’s
is also pursuing costly new
largest power companies in helping
Progress Energy Florida, which
reactors at its Turkey Point plant
customers reduce energy use and
recently merged with Duke
near Miami. Already delayed
save money on their bills pales in
Energy, provides a good example
by fourMainte-nance
years to 2022-23
at
the
of Lynx said, “By thiscomparison
time last to the energy savings
of what happens with risky energy
earliest, the utility continues
achieved by leading utilities in other
decisions. Anticipating future
to recover preconstruction
states.
electricity
demand,
Progress
“bet
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This costs from customers. If that
film will result in a 2
the farm” on a proposed nuclear
Florida’s utilities don’t place a
film is a high performance safety film that project is eventually abandoned
reactor project in Levy County. The
— likely, given rising prices —
priority on helping customers
original estimate was $5 billion in
preconstruction costs won’t be
reduce energy use because capital
2007 with a start date of 2015refunded to FPL customers either.
investments, like a new power
16. Most recent estimates have
has been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
Florida’s biggest
power
companies
plant,
offer a significant and
skyrocketed fivefold to nearly $24
are missing an opportunity to
guaranteed rate of return for
billion with the earliest start date
diversify their energy mix to include
solar 2024-25.
win-dow film, the other lighting
“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
being
BY MARY ELLEN KLAS,
Times/Herald Tallahassee
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FPL asks state to approve 24 percent rate increase & higher profit (continued)
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
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the typical residential customer
FPL’s rate hike should be rejected.
bill of 1,000 kilowatt hours would
FPL is earning profits at the top
increase by about $13 a month
end of the rate allowed under the
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some with $8.50 imposed in 2017,
current agreement with the state,
another $2.50 in 2018 and $2
and Kelly said, the company can
more in 2019. The current base
afford to make the investments
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
rate imbedded within a customer’s
it needs to continue to operate
Florida Power & Light on
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
overall bill is $54.86 per 1,000 kwh.
an efficient and reliable system
Friday asked the Public Service
Other charges are added to every
without a rate increase..
Commission to allow it to raise
bill, and the current total for 1,000
“I know why they want the money.
rates on 4.8 million Florida
kwh is $93.38.
They want to continue to earn all
customers by 23.7 percent by 2019,
they can for their shareholders and
a $1.3 billion increase that is also
The request comes on the heels of
earn at the top of their range,’’ Kelly
designed to reward its shareholders
the company spending more than
said. “If they are earning like that,
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
with substantially higher profits.
$3.4 million in campaign funds to
they don’t need that $1 billion.”
FPL argues that while it has
stave off competition from the solar
delivered stable and lowcost power
industry by mounting a campaign to
Under state law, the utility is
to customers since its last rate case
keep a constitutional amendment
allowed to earn a return on equity
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
in
2009, itused
musttocharge
customers
Officer,
say, “It
gets so hot on some
off the November ballot that
of between 9.5 percent and 11.5
more to offset the increase in
would have opened the door to a
percent without having to justify its
expenses and accommodate the
competitive
solar
market
ininstalled
Florida. my office’s
profits
before regulators. Kelly said
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
film,
at about
They can’t get my office
growth
in 3:30PM.
population.
The PSC has the final say over
for every 100 basis points, or each
the rate request but the current
percentage point of ROE, FPL earns
“We are committed to delivering
panel of governorappointed
about $165 million in profit.
our customers exceptional value
commissioners has consistentlyBut in a letter to PSC Chair Julie
for their money and will continue
sided with
FPL
on
its
controversial
on Friday, the company said
Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By thisBrown
time last
to make smart investments that
requests. The company is the third
it believes it should be allowed to
will further improve service for
largest utility in the nation and
have profit margins of between
customers and help keep costs
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This one of the most active campaign
10.5 percent to 12.5 percent as
down,’’ said Eric Silagy, FPL
film
will
result in a 2
contributors
in
the
state.
well as the $1.3 billion more from
film
is a high
performance
safety film that
president
and
CEO, in a press
customers because, compared to
release. Download 2016 Rate
Despite that record, J.R. Kelly, the
similar large utility companies in
Proceeding News Release (TYL)
lawyer who represents ratepayers
the Southeast, it has “the highest
has been
increased
J.Marsh
in utility cases,
said Friday
he willsignificantly.
reliability
and the lowest typical
If approved, the increase will lock
“fight the good fight” and argue that
customer bills.” The company said
in base rates for four years and
BY MARY ELLEN KLAS,
Times/Herald Tallahassee

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
4640 Eagle Falls Place B1Tampa FL 33619
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FPL asks state to approve 24 percent rate increase & higher profit (continued)
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

with current projections for fuel
Group and the Florida Hospital
and other costs, FPL estimates
Association, against the wishes
that its total typical customer bill
of the Office of Public Counsel, to
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some will grow at about 2.8 percent per
raise rates again. The settlement
year, roughly the expected rate of
also gave FPL a higher maximum
inﬂation, from now through 2020.
profit margin 11.5 percent from 11
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
Even with the change, FPL expects
percent and gave the company all
The SEM and Madico RS 440 film
the rate hike is needed to help
that its typical bill in 2020 will still
of its $690.4 million rate increase
FPL cover the $1.3 billion needed
be lower than it was in 2006. FPL
request as well as a $304 million
for a natural gasfired power plant
argues that, compared with prices
more over four years as new power
proposed in rural Okeechobee
in 2006, food and housing costs
plants in Cape Canaveral, Rivera
County and go towards the $16
today are at least 20 percent higher
Beach and Port Everglades came
billion the company says it has
while healthcare costs are about
into service.
been investing since 2014 to
40 percent higher. Meanwhile,
filmsystem
will result
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
improve electricity service, reduce
FPL’s typical customer bill is lower
A lawyer for Florida Industrial
emissions, improve fuel efficiency
today than it was in 2006, when
Power Users Group, which has
and strengthen the system against
the typical 1,000 kwh residential
intervened in previous rate cases,
severe weather. In the next year,
monthly bill was $108. That same
said the organization will carefully
has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
Officer,
usedsaid
to say,
“Itspend
gets so
hot on some
the
company
it will
$6.7
bill today is $93.38 and, if the rate
review the need for the increased
billion “to strengthen or ‘harden’ its
hike is approved, will be $107, the
rates and higher profits.
infrastructure
to better
withstand
company
said.the day they installed my office’s
“While
FIPUG appreciates
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
film,
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
bad weather, including inspecting
the service FPL provides to its
and replacing poles, placing some
The last time FPL had a rate
members and more than half of
equipment underground and
hearing, in 2009, the PSC rejected
the state’s homes and businesses,
clearing lines of vegetation.”
all but $75 million of the company’s
a rate increase request of more
The company estimates it will add
requestMainte-nance
for a $1.47 billion
increase.
of Lynx said, “By thisthan
time$1.3
last billion with a requested
nearly 220,000 new customers by
After that, FPL officials and
equity return of 11.5 percent,
2017 and faces increased expenses
lobbyists pressured the Legislature
are significant requests that
that
“are
driving
higher
operating
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This to replace four of the five
will warrant close and careful
film will
result
in a 2
costs.”
commissioners
who
voted
against
scrutiny from the Public Service
film is a high performance safety film that
their rate increase.
Commission, the Office of Public
The plan will include three base
Counsel, FIPUG and other parties
rate adjustments phased during the
In 2012, FPL entered into a
representing consumer interests,”
fouryear period and cost the typical
been increased
settlementhas
agreement
with the significantly.
JonJ.Marsh
Moyle said in a statement.
customer 43 cents a day. Combined
Florida Industrial Power Users
BY MARY ELLEN KLAS,
Times/Herald Tallahassee
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Sunshine powers pilot for
Pinellas Habitat
Habitat for Humanity of Pinellas Collllty has dedicated its
first home to use solar electricity.

BY MARGIE MANNING,
Tampa Bay Business Journal

The home, in Pinellas Park, features a 5 .62 kilowatt so
Jar power system donated and installed by Solar Energy
Management, a solar power company headquartered in
Tampa.
During the course of the system’s 25-year life, the
homeowners is expected to save more than $50,000 in
energy costs, a statement from Habitat said.
‘’It will essentiallys pin the meter backwards and
potentiallyp roduce a home that’s near-z.eroe nergy,” said
Ron Spoor, interim CEO and chief operating officer.
While PinellasC ounty Habitat has used energy-savingm
aterialsi n earlier homes - includings olar water heating
systems fimded through a grant from Duke Energy, formerly
Progress Energy- the Pinellas Park home is the first in a pilot
program for the organization.

BY MARGIE MANNING,
Tampa Bay Business Journal

‘’We’ll watch the performance over the next 12 months,
analyze the savings to the homeowner and see if
photovoltaic is something we want to incorporate in future
homes,” Spoor said.
Solar Energy Management got involved in the project
because ‘’it’s the right thing to do,” said Scott McIntyre,
CEO. ‘’We also wanted to show the leaders in thiss tate that
it doesn’t take much effort to build lower-incomez .eroenergyh omes.”
The company works with Marc Rutenberg Homes to build
high-end structures and also renovates existing commercial
buildings so that they are zero-energy,” said McIntyre, a past
president of the Florida Alliancef or Renewable Energy.
Solar Energy Management had backing from its suppliers
and financial contributors: GexPro Orlando, First Housing
and PCM Solar.
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A new way of installing rooftop solar panels
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

BY JUSTINE GRIFFIN,
Times/Herald Tallahassee

industrial space in Southwest
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some Florida.
The complex had been empty

stands can withstand winds in
excess of 200 mph.
The Medallion installation marks

at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office since 2008, when Wellcraft
the second major Solar Energy
The
SEM
and
Madico
RS
440 film
parent
Genmar
Holdings
project
in as many months.
SolarEnergy Management is

installing one of the first fully
integrated solar power roofs in
Florida in a portion of the former
Wellcraft Marine complex here.

shuttered a boat building
operation that had been a major
Manatee employer for more than
two decades.

In July, the company installed
a solar roof on the SunTrust
building, at 300 1st Ave. South, in
St. Petersburg.

Solar Energy’s system sprays
The six-building complex is
filmsystem
will
inhelp
a 2support
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
contain ﬂying That
glass50,000-square-foot
shards
hard foam
ontoresult
a will
roof
to
being renovated by owner JRL
building is owned by Wallace,
its solar panels, which avoids
Enterprises Inc., of Cape Coral,
Welch & Willingham Insurance.
penetrating the roof.
and a portion of the space will
In addition to the SunTrust and
be used to manufacture molds
has been
J.Marsh
“By doing
so, weincreased
distributesignificantly.
the
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some
Medallion projects, Solar Energy
for boats, helicopters -- even
weight load across the entire
is working on a third installation,
amusement park rides.
field of“Since
the roof
--day
every
four
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
the
they
installed
my
office’s
film, That project is slated to
in Tampa.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
feet-without
drilling
holes
One of the buildings, where
be completed later this year.
into the structure,” said Scott
Tampa-based Solar Energy is
McIntyre, Solar Energy’s chief
working at 1651 Whitfield
executive.
Ave., is being converted to a
Mainte-nance
of Lynx said, “By this time last
By installing
the panels,
headquarters for prominent
Medallion is expected to
homebuilder Medallion Home.
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This receive a 30 percent tax credit
In all, the 29-acre property
will government
result in a 2
from the film
federal
film
is a high
performance
contains
381,000
squaresafety
feet offilm that for using alternative energy
office and industrial space. Until
sources.
JRL’s purchase in late October,
Solar Energy
the foam
hascontends
been increased
significantly. J.Marsh
the abandoned Wellcraft plant
support system and associated
had been the largest vacant
solar win-dow film, the other lighting

“Since the day they installed my office’s film,
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Medallion Home to move into solar-powered office building
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
building, while the remainder will be
leased to other businesses. That extra
capacity will give the company room
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some to grow, Beruff said.
BY MATT M. JOHNSON,
Bradenton Herald

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

investment tax credit.
“This is a breakthrough because it
finally proves that commercial solar
power works,” he said.

Whitfield Office LLC, a corporation
The solar roof, which covers more than
owned by Beruff, purchased the
6,900 square feet, is rated to produce
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office building in late 2012 for $532,000,
100,000 kilowatt hours of electricity.
according to publicThe
records.
It
was
SEM and Madico RS 440 film
Medallion Home is moving its
part of a larger Wellcraft production
Because it is part of the roof structure,
headquarters into a building that will
facility when built in 1988. JRL
it is considered an “integrated solar
produce more of its own energy than
Enterprises owns the other former
roof system,” McIntyre said. By that
many of the company’s subdivisions
Wellcraft buildings, which total about
standard, it is the largest of its type in
consume.
326,000 square feet.
Florida.
In April, the Bradenton homebuilder
The multi-tiered, concrete office
Other commercial buildings in
will move 42 employees into 1651
building is unique to an industrial part
the state have larger solar arrays.
Whitfield Ave., a two-story office
filmsystem
will
result
a 2 contain ﬂying Retailer
EM
Typea of film: 8 mil Ma
will
help
glass shards
of Bradenton
defined
byin
Whitfield,
IKEA is planning
to build
building once owned by Wellcraft
15th St. E., and U.S. 301. Not only is it
178,000-square- foot array on its new
Marine. When those employees get
one of the few in the area that is not a
Miami-Dade store, according to the
there, they will be working in what
metal-sided warehouse, it also has a
company’s website.
could be one of the area’s most
tiny boat harbor behind it.
energy-efficient buildings.
The Medallion Home solar system
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some has been increased significantly. J.Marsh
“It’s a beautiful building,” Beruff said.
is built to feed energy the building
Medallion Home had the largest
“It will be a nice statement for that
does not consume into the Florida
integrated solar roof in the state
part of “Since
town.” the day they installed my office’s
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
film,
Power
and Light’s electrical grid. FPL
installed
earlier
this
year.
The
roof
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
purchases
is expected to generate enough
Beruff said he expects the cost of
electricity each year to run 315
the 12-month remodel to exceed
the electricity. It can then be used by
homes. To make the most of the
a $975,000 mortgage Whitfield
consumers elsewhere in the system.
power generation, 98 percent of the
Office has taken out on the building
Medallion will be able to draw FPL
building’s lighting will be provided via
to pay for the work. Medallion is
power when its power needs exceed
LEDs.
currently
based just north
thesaid,
new “By thiswhat
Mainte-nance
of of
Lynx
time the
lastsolar panels produce.
headquarters building, at 2212 58th
“We hope FPL will pay us every
Medallion employs 65 people. Its
Ave. E.
month,” said Medallion owner Carlos
current development projects include
installing
Beruff. an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This The solar roof is a big part of the
a 68- home site Enclave at Country
film will result in a 2
remodel. Scott McIntyre, president
film
a high performance
Meadows on Upper Manatee Road,
Theisenergy-saving
measuressafety
are film that
of Tampa-based Solar Energy
and the 86-home site Riva Trace near
part of a remodel of the building
Management, said the roof his
University Place.
that started last May. Beruff said
company installed is a sign Florida
moving his entire operation to the
businesses are
to solarsignificantly. J.Marsh
hascommitting
been increased
35,856-square foot building is an
energy. He said it helps that Beruff
investment in his company. Medallion
will receive a 30-percent federal solar
employees will occupy half of the

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
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Homeowner co-op puts solar panels on roof
Typewinner.
of film: 8 mil
system
will to
help
contain
shards
would enable
a staffer
promote
the ﬂying glasssolar
investment asEM
a financial
concept.
BY KEVlN SPEAR
To that end, putting up residential solar
Staff Writer
Dipboye said that while solar panels and
panels in the city of Orlando is a little easier
related equipment have declined in cost
because of a rebate from Orlando Utilities
in recent years, it is still expensive and the
Commission.
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some expectation of highvolume discounts is the
While many utilities nationwide are cracking
prime driver behind the co op ventures.
down on residential solar as harmful
By the time enrollment for East Orange
competition, OUC credits its customers
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office Solar Coop closed Oct. 31, 80 homeowners
a nickel for every kilowatthour of solar
had signed up as members, which basically
which is enough to light 10, 100A ﬂedgling solar nation is taking shape
The SEM and Madico RSelectricity,
440 film
indicated their desire to participate.
watt bulbs for an hour.
in Central Florida with more than twodozen members of an east Orange County
Some dropped out after realizing there were
Michael Cohen, another founder of Central
cooperative now getting powerproducing
obstacles such as too much shade from trees
Florida Solar Advocates, had SEM Power
panels on their rooftops and another coop
on their homes, having roofs that weren’t in
install panels on his Orlando home last week.
gearing up in the county’s west side.
adequate shape or that prices didn’t fit their
His system is more complex than many
budgets.
As interest for solar grows among utilities
because surfaces of his roof have numerous
and big companies such as WalMart,
By late last week, 30 had signed contracts
angles. It cost $15,700, or about $11,000
navigating prices and technology can still
for installation of solar panels and another
after the federal tax credit, to put up 26
be daunting for individuals. While not yet
filmsystem
willproposals.
result
a 2 contain ﬂying panels
Type
willinhelp
glassrated
shards
20 had requested
for a combinedEM
output
of 6.7of film:
a major force across the country, coops
kilowatts.
The
installer
selected
by
East
Orange
Solar
promise to provide strength in numbers.
Coop is SEM Power LLC of Tampa.
A system that size will produce an estimated
That spurred formation earlier this year
10,400 kilowatthours annually, or an amount
Roger Hughes, the company’s director
of a small group called Central Florida
equal to nearly all of the electricity used in
in Central Florida, said the East Orange
Solar Advocates, which, in turn, launched a
has
been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
his home last year, Cohen said.
Officer,
used
to
say,
“It
gets
so
hot
on
some
cooperative is getting prices that are 20
cooperative of homeowners, East Orange
percent to 30 percent lower than what a
He hopes to nearly cancel his power bill each
Solar Coop, within Orlando and Winter Park.
homeowner going alone could secure.
year, as well as earn credits that he can apply
Whatwin-dow
followed were
organizing
meetings,
towardfilm,
his OUC water bill.
solar
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
“Our
profit
margin
is
thin
because
we
about
They can’t
aat
call
for bids3:30PM.
from 45 companies
and get my office
wanted to expand into Central Florida,”
And, he made a point of adding in an email:
ultimately the vetting of eight installers that
Hughes said.
“My solar system will save 212 tons of
responded. That activity prompted similar
carbon dioxide during the 25-year life span
organizing west of Interstate 4, which will
Dipboye’s panels were installed two weeks
of the system.”
sign up members through early next year
ago. Her system has 22 panels, which can
and is now waiting for responses to its call
provide an output of 5.6 kilowatts, or an
The newer West Orange coop now has 22
for bids.
estimated 60 percent of the electricity used
members and expects to receive bids today
Mainte-nance of Lynx said, “By thisfrom
timesolar
lastinstallers.
in
her
home.
Community Power Network, a nonprofit in
Washington D.C., has been tapped for its
expertise in organizing solar cooperatives
installing
8 mil
RS 440
– 29 in the an
nation
withsilver
more than
500 film. This
members in the past two years.

film is a high performance safety film that
One of the founders Central Florida Solar
Advocates, Mary Dipboye of Winter Park,
said she knows of no other such initiative
in Florida, although small groups may have
formed without drawing attention.

She said her group is looking to push the
grassroots movement statewide through
word
mouth and by
getting
that
solarofwin-dow
film,
thea grant
other
lighting

The system cost $13,600, which Dipboye
expects to defray with a federal tax credit
of $4,100. The net price of $9,500 will take
will result
inthrough
a2
an estimated film
eight years
to pay off
reduced electric bills from the city of Winter
Park, she said.

That group will have two more public
meetings Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Apopka branch of Orange County’s library
system and 1:30 p.m. at the county library
branch in Windermere. The co op expects to
pick an installer next week.

Apart from reducing her electricity costs,
The coop’s information is at
Dipboye’s motive is to help lessen climatecfsolaradvocates.org
hasfrom
been
increased
significantly. J.Marsh
altering pollution
electric
utilities that
burn coal and natural gas.
Other members, Dipboye said, may want
independence“Since
from utilities,
or they
mayinstalled
see
the day
they
my office’s film,
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Confused by all the Information on the Internet about Solar
Energy? We don’t blame you. So were we. So we decided to
do something about it.
Solar Energy Management, a Tampa based provider of
Solar Energy Solutions, Solar Hot water, and Energy
Efficiency Technologies was formed to offer residential and
commercial clients a single source for all these needs.
SEM differs from most solar contractors in that we help our
clients establish an energy footprint of your structure, assist
you in implementing proven energy saving technologies, and
then design and install Solar Power and Hot Water solutions.
Our goal is to provide all of our clients with a Path to Zero
Energy™.
Our senior management team has over 30 years of
construction technologies background and have studied
and utilized the latest solar power, solar hot water and
energy saving solutions. We offer licensed, insured
and bonded installations and stand behind our work
with unmatched service and support. Our team includes
LEED AP’s, a green general contractor and licensed solar
contractors. Solar Energy Management designed and
installed Florida’s first Integrated Solar Hard Foam Roof at
the SunTrust, St. Petersburg building. SEM is Florida’s solar
power leader.
We are the chosen solar contractor for Marc Rutenberg
Homes and Alvarez Homes. Designer’s for the 6,000 sq ft
Zero Energy Homes by Rutenberg Homes and designers
of the Habitat for Humanity Zero Energy Home. Some of
our clients include Trane, USF, HCC, First Housing Corp.,
Medallion Homes and Grenlec the utility on the island of
Grenada, Bread and McDonald’s.
SEM looks forward to designing your solar power solution.
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Solar Energy Management Installs the State’s Largest Solar Power System
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
a new building. We knew it was
going to have a substantially large
roof area. Why not take advantage
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some of the sunshine?”
BY IVAN PENN,
Times Staff Writer

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

“With building from scratch, you
have an open palette to build
around,” said Brad Dalbol, director
of operations for ARCO/Murray, the
contractor for the project. “This is by
far the biggest solar project we’ve
done.”

Great Bay’s system will overtake
the state’s current No. 1 commercial
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
rooftop solar array at Darden
The 1.5-megawatt solar array will
The SEMinand Madico RSEconomics
440 film is driving a growing
Restaurant’s headquarters
be part of the beverage distributors’
Orlando. Darden, which runs several
number of companies toward solar.
massive new facility
chains including the Olive Garden,
The price of the technology has
under construction just south of the
installed a 1.1-megawatt system just
plummeted in recent years, making
Val-Pak building off Interstate 275
over two years ago.
it more attractive, especially to
in St. Petersburg. The facility and the
companies with large facilities and
Darden said the system would allow
array should be ready in February.
big electric bills.
its facility to go off the grid for the
filmsystem
will result
inhelp
a 2 contain ﬂying glass shards
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
will
The bottom line: The economics
equivalent of two months a year.
Polypack, a Pinellas Park
work, said Ron Petrini, president
manufacturer, installed a solar
Ikea is set to open stores with
of Great Bay, Florida’s largest
system last year that is about a
rooftop solar arrays, including a
distributor of Anheuser-Busch
fifth of the size of Great Bay’s. The
South Florida
operation
withsignificantly.
a
has been
increased
J.Marsh
Officer,
used
to
say,
“It
gets
so
hot
on
some
system cut Polypack’s electric
products. The company expects to
1.18-megawatt system this summer
reduce its electric bill by as much as
bill from about $4,800 to $212 in
that will edge out Darden but fall
40 percent.
March
and $300 in April, said Ed
solar
win-dow
film,
the
other
lighting
“Since
the
day
they
installed
my
office’s
film,
short of Great Bay’s project.
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office
James,
the company’s electrical
“We know that it will be beneficial,”
Great Bay “will be the top dog,”
engineering
manager.
Petrini said. “It appears, the numbers
said Scott McIntyre, whose firm
work very, very well for this
“We wanted to do something for the
Solar Energy Management won the
company.”
environment, do something green,”
contract. “It’s good news.”
James said. “But it also has do with
The system, which will cost about
Mainte-nance
ofsystem
Lynx said, “By this time last
The installed
cost of the
the monetary benefit. That’s wasted
$2.6 million, also will cut carbon
will run about $1.73 a watt and
space up there on the roof. It’s not
dioxide emissions by 43,610 tons
should pay for itself in about 6.3
making anybody any money. What
installing an 8 mil silver RS 440 film. This
over its life cycle of 25 to 30 years,
years, McIntyre
said.result
The price
film will
in atag
2
else are you going to do with it?”
film
a high performance
safety
film that includes a 30 percent federal tax
theisequivalent
of planting 1.1
million
Many state leaders in Tallahassee
trees.
credit. Also, the company saves
have not embraced widespread
money by installing the array during
“We really thought it was the right
use of solar technology, giving
construction of a new facility, as
thing to do,” Petrini added. “We live
has
been
increased
significantly.
J.Marsh
deference
instead to the investoropposed to retrofitting an older
in Florida. We are building
owned utilities, which maintain a
building.

solar win-dow film, the other lighting
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Solar Energy Management Installs the State’s Largest Solar Power System (continued)
system will help contain ﬂying glass shards
over power in Florida, while giving
people more choices, in particular
as the technology becomes more
Officer, used to say, “It gets so hot on some affordable.
BY IVAN PENN,
Times Staff Writer

EM Type of film: 8 mil Madico S

place of business. With offices
and a warehouse, the new St.
Petersburg facility will house 200
of the company’s more than 300
workers.

“The solar revolution is underway,”
at about 3:30PM. They can’t get my office said Susan Glickman of the
Great Bay, a family-owned company
Southern AllianceThe
for Clean
Energy.
firm grip on energy production. The
SEM and
Madico RSfounded
440 film
in 1968, has become a
“Solar makes economic sense
utilities’ business model depends
leading wholesaler in the beer
today.”
on electricity sales. So the more
industry. The company distributes
business owners and residential
Jim Fenton, director of the Florida
six of the top 10 beersin Pinellas,
customers install solar on rooftops,
Solar Energy Center at the
West Pasco, Hernando and Citrus
the less utilities need to produce
University of Central Florida, asked
counties.
and the less money they make.
if solar didn’t make economic sense
Petrini said the new facility will
filmsystem
will
result
a 2 contain
EM Type of film: 8 mil Ma
willinhelp
glass shards
why would
major
companies
invest ﬂying enable
Florida utilities have complained
the company to add more
in it?
that rooftop solar disrupts the grid
brands and further grow its
system because it’s unpredictable.
“It is amazing that businesses
operation.
Clouds, for instance, can roll in,
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